PTC Recognizes Customers and Partners Tackling COVID-19 Challenges
May 14, 2020
“COVID-19 Heroes” Blog Series Spotlights Organizations Fighting the Global Pandemic through Collaboration & Ingenuity
BOSTON--(BUSINESS WIRE)--May 14, 2020-- PTC (NASDAQ: PTC) recognizes the herculean efforts of its customers and partners as they address
challenges created by the COVID-19 pandemic. Around the world and across multiple industries, these organizations have adopted new and creative
initiatives to address a variety of needs, including shortages of ventilators, personal protection equipment (PPE), and hand sanitizer.
This press release features multimedia. View the full release here: https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20200514005799/en/
“We are pleased to recognize and support our customers and partners that are working to bolster the critical front-line measures to address and
alleviate this crisis,” said Jim Heppelmann, president and CEO, PTC. “We are grateful for their hard work and are committed to assisting and
supporting them in their initiatives during these difficult times.”
In a special blog series entitled, “COVID-19 Heroes”, PTC recognizes the work of its customers and partners across the industrial, aerospace,
automotive, medical, and retail sectors, including:

Abbott Labs, creators of the Abbott ID NOW COVID-19 test, the fastest available molecular point-of-care test for the
detection of COVID-19.
Fresenius Medical Care, who has joined a coalition of kidney dialysis providers dedicated to maintaining continuity of care
for dialysis patients through an isolated cohort that eliminates the need for dialysis patients to enter a hospital environment.
Ralph Lauren, who has pivoted their production to focus on face masks and isolation gowns for health care and hospital
workers.
Roche Diagnostics, developers of one of the first commercially available test kits for COVID-19, enabling labs to expand
and expedite testing to meet urgent medical needs.
VentilatorChallengeUK, a consortium of leading industrial, technology, and engineering businesses from across the
aerospace, automotive, and medical sectors teaming up to produce ventilators for hospitals across the U.K.
PTC plans to run blog the series each week through August 31, and possibly longer, depending upon the duration of the pandemic. To nominate a
COVID-19 Hero, please contact Alexa Rice at arice@ptc.com.
Additional Resources:

Blog: PTC’s Commitment to Its Customers During COVID-19: An Update
Blog: During the COVID-19 Crisis PTC Offers Vuforia Chalk at No Cost
Press Release: PTC to Sponsor Global Design Competition, “Robots to the Rescue”
Press Release: PTC Offers Free Online Solution to Enable Remote STEM Learning
About PTC (NASDAQ: PTC)
PTC enables global manufacturers to realize double-digit impact with software solutions that enable them to accelerate product and service
innovation, improve operational efficiency, and increase workforce productivity. In combination with an extensive partner network, PTC provides
customers flexibility in how its technology can be deployed to drive digital transformation – on premises, in the cloud, or via its pure SaaS platform. At
PTC, we don’t just imagine a better world, we enable it.
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